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Sensation in Court
was
Another
sensation
caused
among the spectators by this exclamation, and loud "Itravos" for M. Caillaux were heard all over the court
When 'the noise had somewhat subsided, Maitre Chenu replied:
"I take the entire responsibility.
Youi cannot menace me aere.
Tou
doubtless do not know the temper of
tbe man whom you address."
The disorder in court was so great
that Judge Albanel threatened to clear
the chamber If the manifestations
were repeated.
When quiet had been1'' restored
Georges Fromentina, a sales clerk, in
a gun store where Madame Caillaux
purchased the weapon with which she
killed Calmelte, was alled. ' lie took
an atitcmobatic pistol from a package
in front of the judge and explained its
aciion. Maitre Chenu said:
"Madame Caillaux did not say
when s"he loaded the pistol."
Madame Caillaux: "As soon ag 1 got
to my motor car. before I could forget
Fromentin's explanations."
"1 had never fired a pistol but I had
handled ope with" my husband. I
bought a gun at tbe same place."
Anolhcr gunsmith's employe said
Madame Caillaux had practiced in the
range under the store. Three of ber
six shots struck a target the size of
a human figure.
Mme. Caillaux: 'I tried the pistol
solely at the request of the employe.
He wanted me to be sure 1 knew how
it worked."
Yves Delbos, editor in chier of Le
Radical, related that he had met
Mme. Caillaux on the day of the
shootingj He said:
"She seemed depressed and aged
and was like a beaten, hunted thing."
Mme. Louisa De Mesagne, formerly
society editor of the Figaro, amid
silence, testified she had!
pfrofujid
dined, iq company with Mme. Cail-laabout two months before the
shooting. She continued:
"Mme. Caillaux said Mme. Gueydan,
the, former wife of M. Caillaux, was
going from one newspaper office to
another hawking letters against her.
I tried to reassure her by Baying that
my Information, was that Mma Guey
dan had refused to sell the letters to
Calmette for 16,000. I know nothing
of the ;Thy Joe', letter."
"Will you not give more precise
testimony about Mme. Gueydan's let
ter?" interrupted Madame Caillaux.
The witness did not reply and
moment Liter left the stand.
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JULY 22,

al-

jceive the delegates from Carbajal and
'also Kufanio Zapata, brother of Gen- Ural Eimiliano Zapata, who" will confer
with him concerning the disposition
of the iSanata troops and details of the
entry into Mexico City. John R, Silliman, who is aboard the
train had seevral long Interviews with
General Carranza and several of his
cabinet officers. General Xatera and
General Triana accompanied Carranza
to Victoria- -
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American Prisoner Cared for

health.'
Duval was' not released until the
night of July 15, after the resignation
of General Huerta. When he arrived
at the Brazilian legation he was in a
pitiful condition owing to the suffering he had endured. He was furnished
with" clothing and funds by the Brazilian minister, and will be cared for by
Consul William W. Canada at Vera
Ciuz until he can be sent to the United States. The charge of espionage
was not proven.
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FOR
Colorado Springs, Colo, July 22.
FORCIBLE INTERVENTION
Reports from AMeman, Colo., 30 miles
IN REVOLUTION
sruthwest of here, and noted as being
j
the highest Incorporated town In the
world, indicate a heavy fall of snow
THE FACTS this morning.
WAR DEPARTMENT HAS PLANS
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TO TURN

BLUE JACKETS WILL,
BE READY TO LAND IF
NEEDED

THOUSAND
TODAY IN CONGRESS

MINISTER CALLS

Senate: Met at noon.
The conference report on the Indian appropriation bill was completed.
A democratic caucus to expedite the
trust bills and discuss adjournment
was called for tonight.
Debate was resumed on tbe river
and harbor bill.
f he foreign relations committee considered without action a request from
Colonel Roosevelt for an opportunity
to discuss the Columbia treaty.
Investigation of charges of discrimination by a coal trust against Charleston and other southern ports was continued by a committee.
Met at noon.
HouBe:
A bill to extend from 10 to 20 years
the time within which settlers on irrigation projects may repay the govern- ent was debated.
Interstate commerce committee re
ported resolution for investigation oi
alleged repression of wheat prices
paid to Kansas producers.

.

DOES

MOBILIZATION OF

sion here. The district comprises
the gtate of Wyoming. It is expected
tiie convention will adjourn tomorrow
ai.d that the scale committee' will
meet representatives of the operators
to arrange a working agreement to
take the place of the present one,
that expires in September.
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Mexico City, July 22. George Duval, an American who was arrested
at Cuernavaca in the state of Morelos
CONSTITUTIONALIST
SILENT on May 7, on a charge of espionage, ACQUAINTED
was Bent' to Vera Crua today by the
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they have been largely discounted by
, Lei VowLoodinStoro
the present lower range of values.
Let us now turn to considerations or
a more favorable nature, in order to
counteract the abnormal pessimism
South OidoPlfla
btabiifW lot
which Is often beyond justification.
There is one important factor not yet
sufficiently realized in this part of
i
the country; and that is the crop out
look. It should not be forgotten that
This is another example of the suI
r
this country will probably produce
II
periority of tfie shoes made by Hanan
'
about nine or ten billion dollars' worth
RUMOR OF FURTHER INVESTIGA
V
1
and Son, combining as It does, style,
of new wealth on the farms this year.
TION OF THE RAILROADS
W'e are practically sure of the biggeel
best
materials, expert making, and
CAUSES SHUDDER
wheat crop on recoid. A large corn
"The Pilot," the shoe il'durability.
lg in, prospect; and the outlook
is a new' last. Made of a
New York, July 22. This market crop
lustrated
is for a good cotton crop. Certainly
has been contending for weeks against
beautiful mahogany shade of Imported
there will be no shortage In these
most discouraging conditions, and
in. beel, perRussia calf, blucher,
three great crops; even if the months
with better success than might have
deteriora
show
and
of. July
forated tip, perfect fitting. A shoe
August
been, expected. The drastic report of
which Is usual and which should
-- $7.50
tion,
for ft gentleman. Price
the Interstate commerce commission
cattle yield
The
be
expected.
really
reeardine New Haven affairs was a
Although Hanan Shoes have supermay be short, but that Is because the
fresh blow to confidence in the finanior
style, are better fitting, and always
turned to more profit
land Is
cial district. Coupled with the ru able uses.being
their shape, THEY COST LESS
retain
west
there
the
Throughout
mors that the commission 'will next
YEAR THAN ANY OTHER
Is a spirit of well founded hopefulness
BY
THE
undertake the examining of the Van
merchants and manufacturers.
among
SLOE.
derbilt lines and the Rock Island, th This will be a
powerful stimulus; for
impression was created that the com eastern pessimists in this
part of the
mission is beooming a highly Inquisi
cannot fail to share in the
country
anti-rall- torial body with pronounced
today. Only 35 of the persons beWoman's Duty to Herself
prosperity which nature is bestowing
comtween the ages of five and 21 in the
to
the
road proclivities. Originally
Every woman owes It to herself
upon the west. Another fact of de
the reare
rea
can
one
county
mission was intended to be of a ju- - cided
No
health.
in
good
is the resigna keep
encouragement
Spanish-Americaare
all
mainder
a
dicial rather than prosecuting char tion of Huerta.
This renders still sonably be expected to maintain
acter. Its action and policies of late, more remote
half stela- However, the desire to have modern
when
cheerful
disposition
our
of
the possibility
counhowever, have created widespread dis armed Intervention In Mexican affairs. Indigestion and constipation are two schools is just as strong in that
the
and
elsewhere
as
only
in
today
Is
which
to
consequence
ty
trust, and there
Those who succeed to the government of the most common ills
for
for
district
plans
applied
Espanola
much concern about the forthcoming tf Mexico are
ana
are
women
lonunaieiy
suDject
likely to pay more remodern school house, to have four
rate decision. Once more it should
C. Getty,
Mrs.
H.
cured.
are
easily
spect to the wishes of the United
summer I rooms, with modern heating apparatus.
be remembered that the railroads
States than Huerta in the rehabilitat- Indiana, Pa., writes, "Last
sciCham- ami manual training and domestic
to
have been obliged to pay much higher
was
friend
advised
a
try
by
ing of that unfortunate country; and
and
cost
$2,000
to
is
It
facilities.
ence
and
all
the equipment
plant the result will be healthful to Mexico berlain's Tablets for indigestion and
prices for
is to replace the old school which is
which they required, and that they
and serve to promote more harmoni- constipation. This medicine not only
have made very liberal concessions ous relations with the United States. cured me of these disorders but toned being held in a former saloon buildto labor lu the form of higher wages;
whole system so that my ing.
A few weeks ago Mexico was a high- up my
but have not been allowed td recoup
health
been better than for years
has
ly disturbing factor in this market;
themselves In any degree for these
There is more Catarrh in this sec- them." For sale by all
since
taking
now
but that danger has
certainly
increases jn expenses by higher rates.
ion
of the country than all other dis
Adv.
practically disappeared. This change dealers.
At the same time the roads have been
eases
pnt together, and until the last
dis-j
for the better has not yet been
few years was supposed to be incur
TEAM
POSSIBILITIES
obliged to endure a somewhat serious counted.
AMERICAN
favorable
another
Still
decline in traffic. Several economies
Boston, July 22. It was unofficially able. For a great many years doctors
symptom which has not yet been suf
canthese
have been introduced, but
stated
at Longwood today that the prononunced it a local disease and
Is the more
not be expected to continue indefi- ficiently recognized the administration American team to defend the Davis
.local remedies, and by con
friendly attitude of
to cure with local treatmade'
would
be
up
tennis
lawn
falling
nitely, because rails and rolling stock toward
stantly
cup
big business. The coming of
are wearing out and must eventually
San
R.
ment, pronounced It Incurable.. SciMcLoughlin of
better understanding between our of Maurice
be replenished. It seems, therefore, Industrial and mercantile leaders and Francisco, T. C. Bundy of Los Ange ence has proven Catarrh to be a conR. K stitutional disease, and therefore re-the height of economic Injustice to
the government at Washington is a les, Karl Behero of New York,
refuse to railroads the right to do factor of
Philadel
luires constitutional treatment. Hall'B
of
decided promise. The ad- Norris Williams, second,
Catarrh
Cure, manufactured by F. J.
mentioned
what every other business Interest is ministration
the
of
None
phia.
players
policies are almost ento
Co., Toledo, O., is the only
and
to
is
which
forced
compensate
Cheney
do,
would discuss the matter.
completed, and the outlook Js
cure on the market It
nstitutional
ct
itself for unavoidable increases In ex tirely
that the anti-trumeasure, which
taken internally. It acts directly
of
penses, by increasing Its charges for
Cholera
Morbus
Dangers
congress expects to pass before ad
services. A refusal to recognize this
In almost every, neighborhood some on the blood and mucous surfaces of
will be framed upon more
journing,
principle would mean serious conse reasonable lines than at first antici- one has died from an attack of chol the system. They offer one hundred
could be Collars for any case it falls to cure.
quences, and, If the credit and the
One more element of encour- era morbus before medicine
Send for circulars and testimonials.
service to the public of American pated.
summoned
or
a
physician
agement Is the money outlook. Dur- procured
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., To
railroads are impaired in the early
for
should
be
prepared
family
Every
ing the next few months there will
O.
be
ledo,
the
should
M.
future,
responsibility
Sny
be no lack of loanable funds to good such an emergency. Mrs. F
Sold hy Druggists, 75c.
"About
N.
der.
placed upon those directly responsi borrowers
Y.,
says,
Herkimer,
although a closer scrutiny
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
ble. The Interstate commerce com
an
of credit may be anticipated. Secre four years ago my husband had
Adv..
1
mission has done good service In ex.
pation.
of
cholera morbus;
gavehim
tary McAdoo's announced willingness attack
and
Cholera
Chamberlain's
Colic,
posing some glaring evils in railroad to release
treasury funds for the pur
Indianapolis has been selected as the
management, but the time has come
of aiding the crop movement Diarrhoea Remedy and it relieved the
pose
meeting place for next year's conven
or
for reconstructive work and the dis was both wise and
three
two
'and
immediately,
pain
timely. Our banks
International Brotherhood
play of a judicial attitude rather than are In an unusually satisfactory con doses of It1 effected a cure." For sale tion of the
of the United States
Bookbinders
of
that of a persistent prosecutor. Mis dition and well
dealers. Adv.
prepared to go Into by all
aDd Canada.
souri Pacific affairs have also occu the new reserve
system. It will be
pied much attention and added to the
in the autumn before ACROSS THE HILLS FROM BLAND
late
probably
general lack of confidence. Humors the new
system is tn working order, In a valley green with nature,
as to the financial condition of some
but the readjustment promises to be
'Tween the mountains, strong and
of the weaker roads further tended
without any disturb
accomplished
grand,
the depress the general market. The ance in
the money market; since any A bunch of lonely cabins
Claflin failure seems to have disap
And a crumbling mill house stand
thing more than ordinary stringency
peared as a disturbing effect, and the would result in an influx of
gold, fol- - What strikes of wealth and treasure
present outlook in that other serious
What touch of woman's hand,
lcv.lrg our large exportB of cereals
consequences in that quarters will be and ether
sorrows and what pleasures
What
products.
averted.
Taken as a whole
outlook is
Once
flourished in that land?
Domestic business conditions are
that good crops, easy money, the elimTis an old deserted canyon just
can
not
be
It
confused.
decidedly
ination of Huerta and the more
Across the ridge trom Bland.
said that there is any decrease of
attitude of the administration What games of chance and venture,
friendly
more
not
trade at large; probably
at Washington will do much to offset As men with faces tanned.
than 5 or 10 per cent below last year
the many unfavorable conditions, Rattled
chips and wondered
The situation, however, is decidedly
which have already been largely dis
Who
had
some
'ie winning hand,
continue
Industries
and
spotty,
counted. Better grade securities are Where once the
glasses tinkled,
to show a very marked shrinkage.
selling at attractive prices, and there
And every bar was manned.
notably in the iron trade. The latter is a
quiet absorption of these going Now squirrels loudly chatter,
has, however, shown a moderate ten on which will
ultimately lead to a
And have nests on every hand.
dency toward recovery, but orders are
and better prices. It is ru- Here the miners sweat and labored
scarcity
still far below the normal mainly be mored
that the rate decision will be As they conquered rock and eand,
cause of the Impaired purchasing
announced this weefe If so, it will And the
pick and shovel echoed,
ability of the railroads. The textile serve as a
controlling factor for the
As the rocky way was planned.
outlook is fairly satisfactory, and
time being. Should a favorable de- And the
mighty blasts of powder
considerably larger business transpir cision be
forthcoming, which just now
Woke the echoes in the land,
ed in the New York dry goods market is
less
if otherwise, it Now all Is grrm and
silent,
as a result of the rush of buyers to will do hopeful, but,
much to restore confidence
And the stately pines aie fanned
attend the Claflin sale. One strlKing
among investors and Industrial lead By the same old mountain breezes
feature in the situation is the contrast ers. If
the decision is unfavorahle,
As when gold was In the land.
between the optimism of the west
still lower, prices may follow unless It sets a fellow
thinking and it gets And Cuticura Ointment are
and the pessimism of the east. On
the effect be discounted in advance.
thinker
his
jammed.
World favorites because so
this side of the Alleghenies depression
For this reason continued caution is When he wanders round those cabins
is almost universal for reasons that
effective in
the
necessary in, all financial transactions,
Just across the hills from Bland.,
are now well understood.
HENRY. CLEWS.
natural
and
purity
enby Highball.
beauty
Advices from abroad are not
of
the
hair
and
tirely satisfactory. Evidences of over
skin,
scalp,
DRY GOODS FIRM DISSOLVES
RIO ARRIBA SCHOOL REPORT
doing In the chief capital market of
hands when marred by unSanta 'e, July 22, Dissolution pa22. That Rio Arriba
Santa Fe,
the world, London, are decidedly sug
pers were filed today by the Shelby is the most July
sightly conditions.
among the
Spanish
gestive. The capital applications at
of Roswell and the erican
Drygoods
company
counties of the state
that point in the firBt half of the cur
order was entered by the state was
Samples Free by Mail
rent year aggregated $750,000,01)0, proper
brought out by the annual report
Cnttcura Soap m9 Ointment aoM throughout the
commisscm.
stockThe
corporation
IJberal maple of each mailed free, with
against $600,000,000 in the first half holders of the company were William of County School Superintendent Da- world.
book. Address "CuUour," Dept. 13B, Boston.
vid J. Martinez, Jr., of Velarde filed
of 1913. The largest Increase was in,
L. William H., and .Lindsey Shelby,
colonial loans and rails, a goodly por of Roswell.
tion of which was absorbed by Can
ada. It is worthy of note that & large
CITROLAX
share of the original issues had to be
CITROLAX
taken up by underwriters owing to
.
the failure of public subscriptions.
GIVE IT TO THE CHILDREN
MOST
YOUR MONEY
turned put also that the big Paris
Finest physic in the world for chil
loan recently floated was not so large dren. They love to take It It tastes
,
ly oversubscribed as at first reported, like lemonade. .It is mild and suits
some
followed
in
and
their sensitive organs. It is thorough
disappointment
and keeps their systems cleansed,
consequence. At Vienna and Berlin
there is renewed uneasiness because sweet and wholesome. It does the
too. An Ideal
of the unsatisfactory Balkan outlook same for grown-ups- ,
ftianm mam 1
The above la a rather formidable laxative. O. G. Schaefer and Red
array of unfavorable factors. Happily Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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Santa Fe, July 22. The-boadirectors of the Santa Fe Bank and
Trust company has decided to offer
Acting Postmaster John H. Vaughn
the management of the bank and a
committee was appointed to proffer
him the place It is understood that
he will .accept. Mr. Vaughn was for
many years state treasurer and cashier of the First National bank and
later of the Capital City bank, He
Is one of the best known financiers
In the southwest but also has large
interests in southwestern Colorado.
rd

East Las Vegas People Are Doing All
They Can for Fellow Sufferers
East Las Vegas testimony has been
liiibllshed to prove the merit of Doan'g
Kidney Pills to others in East Las
Vegans who suffer from bad backs and
kidney ills Lest any sufferer doubt
this evidence of merit, we produce confirmed proof statements from East
Las Vegas people who again endorse
Doan'g Kidney Pills confirm their
testimony. Here's an East Las
Vftjfis case:
Mrs. Andres Sena, 1102
National
Ave., East Las Vegas, says: "Doan's
Kidney pills still have my recommendation. The good results they gave
in our home several years ago in a
case of kidney trouble has not been
forgotten. I' am glad to confirm what
I have said in their praise before.
Dean's Kidney Pills are a fine remedy
V r pains in the back and other kidney
troubles."
Price 50c at all dealers. Don't simply ask for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Foster-Mil- Mrs. Sena recommends.
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NOT A

RELIABLE
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Farmer' Admission Not 8o Damaging as Opposition Lawyer Had
Thought It to Be.
A horse had been stolen from
field, and the evidence all pointed to

Our New Fruit Gardens,
Among the many perfectly beautiful
promisee volunteered by our depart
ment of agriculture is one In respect

to the effect of the Panama canal upon

fruit eating.

Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador have an
assortment of climate that Is almost
unmatched. By traveling a few hundred miles In these countries you can
change from midsummer to
or the whole range of degrees between
these extremes. This means that all
American fruits can be raised In these
countries; and the canal will make
their transportation to Chicago or New
York a matter of only about ten days.
Id these regions of South America
cherries ripen from November to February, peaches December to March,
prunes January to March, pears February to May and grapes January to
May or June. In short, just when our
native fruits are out of season, such
fruits will be coming up through the
canal in refrigerator steamers. It's
enough to make one's mouth water
until the list of prices arrives.

conferred with the heads of the coun
ty committees'. Her aim Is to build up
a machine in Colorado that cannot be
beaten.
Mrs. Costigan, being a member of
the new party, naturally takes the
opposite view. However, she la Just as
loyal a progressiva as Mrs. Lee ia a
democrat Mrs, Costigan also has
traveled ft great deal over the state,
making speeches for her party. Mrs.
Bailey, republican, has confined much
of her work to Denver, but has made
several trips to different cities ia the

a certain doubtful character of the
neighborhood as the culprit. At the
trial the defendant's counsel tried to
confuse a farmer whose testimony was
CLAIMS SEVEN YEAR RESIDENCE
particularly damaging.
IN UNITED STATES, BUT
"You say." the lawyer asked, "that
FORGETS WHERE
you can swear to having seen this
man drive a horse past your farm on
Santa Pe, July 22. Chin Suey alias
the day in question T"
I can," replied the witness
All Charley Is in a bad fix.
If Kidneys ana Bladder Bother
wearily.
What time was this?"
Then Foley Kidney Pilla
All because he has forgotten the
"I
told
it
was
about
you
the middle
Overworked kidneys will break
name of the town in which he has
of the afternoon."
down if not helped. When they can
lived the past seevn years he is lan"But I don't want any 'abouta' or
no longer protect the blood and the
guishing in the county jail in Santa
'middles.' I want the exact time."
Fe. Attorney Prank J. Lavan, armed
body from the poisons that come to
"Why," said the farmer, "I don't
with a large wall map of the United
them, then look out for Bright's dis- always carry a gold watch with me
ease, serious kidney trouble and blad when I'm digging potatoes."
Slates, spent the day trying to help
"But you have a clock in the ho&e,
der annoyances. Foley Kidney Pills
Ah Charley find his last place of resiare your, best protection, your best haven't you?"
dence.
'
"Yes."
medicine for weak, sore, overworked
Charley's troubles began when he
"Well, what time was it by that?"
kidney and bladder weaknesses. Adv.
hipped with three 'others at El Paso
"Why, Just nineteen minutes past POLITICAL ASSEMBLY
in a car carrying horses over the ' El
ten."
Faso and Southwestern. Some one
"You were in the field all the mornEQUALIZING BOARD HEARING
AT COLORADO SPRINGS
informed United States Attorney Sum tovrn Co., Props, Buffalo, N. Y. Adv.
Santa Fe, July 22. The tax rolls for ing?" went on the lawyer, smiling sugmers Burkhart. He gave the tip to
Santa Fe county figured in the hear gestively.
"I was."
United States Marshal A. H. Huding before the state board of equali"How far from the house is this COMING
CAMPAIGN
PROMISES
zation today in' the appeals of Speaker fii.M"
speth 'Vtfto sent a deputy to take the INDIANS HELD FOR
"
BE LIVELY AFFAIR IN
TO,
Chinamen from the hay before they
Lv,
K.
Baca, J. W. Norment, president
"About half a mllo."
NEIGHBOR
STATE
Tcached TucumcarL One of them was
of the chamber of commerce and oth"You swear, do you, that by the
taken to Jail at Albuquerque, another
HAVING LIQUOR ers who are dissatisfied wjta their as- clock in your house it was exactly
to Silver City and the third, Ah
sessments and who drev comparison nineteen minutes past ten?'
"I do."
Denver, Colo., July 22. The first of
of their assessment with that of oth
Charley to Santa Fe to be held as witI think the state 'assemblies" in Colorado
nesses against one Thomas Martin who
lawyer (triumphantly)
ers within the city limits who, they
ARRESTS POOR
that will do.
this year, that of the progressive party,
is charged with helping Chinamen COMMISSIONER
asserted are similarly situated.
Farmer I ought perhaps to say that meets
INTRODUCING
LO
FOR
across the Mexican border to escape
today at Colorado Springs. This
too much reliance should not be
BOOZE ON GRANT
marks the real beginning of what is
federalists, Carranzistas, Zapatistas
Eases Torment or Asthma and Hay placed upon that clock, aa It
got out
and other istas who 6eera to have it
of gear about six months ago and it's expected to be one of the most interest-la- g
Fever
and exciting campaigns furnished
in for Chinamen as much as for each
For the dlscomrort and misery of been nineteen minutes past ten ever
by Colorado politics in soma years.
Santa Fe, July 22. Five bottles of asthma and hay fever use Foley's since."
other.
At the election next November the
Ah Charley is 57 years old. He says whiskey, one bottle of sour wine and Honey and Tar Compound.
It puts a
that he came to the United States in one Jug of sweet wine today decorated healing, soothing coating over the HAS TWO MEDALS OF HONOR people must elect a United States sen- a'.or, four representatives in congress,
ISH. which makes him an old timer. the desk of Federal Court Clerk Harry swollen, tickling membranes, and easBut he visited the home of his fathers F. Lee. He was merely houseclean-in- es the thick and choking sensation. General Frank D. Baldwin, Is the Only betides a governor and other state
One So Distinguished In This
officers and a great many of the
1n 1884 and stayed eight years. Then
after an unusually busy term of Helps you to breathe easily and natCountry.
lie settled n Orovilte, Calif., so he court in which the greater number of urally. In the yellow package. O.
Under the laws of Colorado, each
says, where a flood seven years ago exhibits happened to be intoxicating G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
"Like Sir Hector MacDonald of the
washed away his home, his clothes Bririts.
Adv.
British army, there is a retired sol- psrty holds what is known as a state
and his papers. Sinud then, he 'says,
That this is also the probability for
dier of the United States army who assembly. The members of the aslie has been living in the southwest the next term was evidenced today
bears the distinction of being the only sembly are elected by the party orFREIGHT ONi MEAT REDUCED
"but cannot remember the name of the wten United
States Commissioner
Santa Fe, July 22. The state cor man to whom two medals of honor ganizations of the various counties.
town. He does not want to return Melvin T. Dunleavy held to the federal poration commission made another cut were awarded," remarked Captain C. The assembly names a first and second
to the beloved land of his birth, no, giand jury under $300 bond; Dameslo in the price of living today by secur- J. Ferris of Fort Sam Houston, Texas, choice for state offices, and no more.
who is at the New Willard.
If there be any other candidates be
not even if Uncle Sam pays the fare. jCato and Soltero Ortiz, both Pueblo ing a reduction from 80 to 60 cents a
it will be recalled, was one fore
the primaries they must get on
He therefore has retained an attorney Indians, on the charge of introducing hundred on the- meat express rate of the most
In
soldiers
distinguished
and will make the fight of his life to liquor on the San Juan Pueblo grant from Bernalillo to Santa Fe. The rate India. He wore two Victoria crosses, the ticket by petition, the signers toe-stay with the "Mellcan" man to the' The men were apprehended by Special from Santa Fe to Bernalillo had been and was the only man among the In; limited to the bona fide members
end of his days. But his chances are United States Officer Robert Conroy down to that figure and now Bernalil- British soldiers who had this honor. ot their own parties.
Senator Charles S. Thomas, whose
slim unless he recollects the name of and both pleaded guilty.
lo can reciprocate by sending fresh But one of these was awarded to
son, who died before bo successor la to be named in Novem
"th
nwt In, which be has lived the
ir.utton and beef to the capital.
sould claim It.
His father always
la a democrat. He la a candidate
last seven j tears."
If you have neglected your kidneys
wore the two crosses, with the ap ber,
weak
A
from
back,
for
renomination.
'Governor Amnions,
and suffer
backache,
Hint to the Wise Is Sufficient
of
British
the
proval
government
Quick Cure for Diarrhoea
When constipated take Chamber
headache, rheumatism and distressing
The man in the United States army whose term Is soon to expire, is a
,
,
.1
1
x
rm
ff
bladder weakness, you will find Foley lain's Tablets. They are easy to take who can claim distinction equal to democrat, as are also the four con-- 1 (
cure for diarrhoea is Chamberlain's Kidney Pills to be the honestly made and most agreeable in effect For that of MacDonald, and even a great-- 1 gressmen whose successors are to be
er honor, is Major General Frank D. chosen.
medicine you sale by all dealers. Ad
Cplic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. healing and curative
Baldwin, who was .retired In June.
The progressives, who are the first M
"When given as soon as the first un need to give you back your health
1908. General Baldwin is the only of
acact
in
in
the field, feel confident of winning
tonic
workmen's
The
are
compensation
natural looseness of the bowels ap and strength. They
ficer of the army after whose name in
state
at
the
the fall election. The democratic
results.
Minnesota
suf
legis
to
They
is
one
dose
good
passed
by
give
nearly always
tion, quick
the iirmv register nnnear thn letters
pears
ficient to effect a cure. It should be will help you. - O. O. Schaefer and lature last year has been declared M. H. (two) This means that Gen- - Part Uey argue, has made itself ab-constitutional by the supreme court of eral Baldwin was awarded two medals solutely hopeless because of tha state
kent at hand for instant use. For Red Cross Drug Stora Adv.
of honor. There are quite a number administration's failure to bring peace
that state.
sale by all dealers. Adv.
of soldiers to. whom congress has in the coal strike. The republican par
MUSEUM VISITORS
one medal. General Baldwin is ty,
given
LEGAL NOTICE
they feel, has been so weakened
Santa Fe, July 22. A. G. Pollock of
The management committee of the
still living and as hard bh a pine knot.
the toll taken from It by the pro
Indian
Lonthe legal department of the
trade unions affiliated with the
"Similar to the records of Mac by
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Donald and Baldwin is that of a for- gressives that it also has no chance
don Building Industries' federation has bureau was in Santa Fe today on his
Probate Court, San Miguel County, mer British soldier named Donnegan, in the state. The progressives are
appointed a committee of nine to re- way to Washington from Dulce on
who lives in Baltimore. He earned said to have received overtures for an
port on the advisability of starting' a the Jicarilla Apache reservation. Mr. New Mexico.
the
Victoria cross, the India cross, a a'tiiance from both the democrats and
few
months
over
work
take
estate
matter
to
the
the
of
Pollock
the
of
Fran
In
past
spent
society
Balaklava
medal and numerous other the republicans,' but rejected all sug
at present at a standstill; owmg to there looking up Indian genealogies cis Emily Fenton, deceased.
emblems for gallantry during his serv
a
was
gestions for conferences with either.
He
London.
allotments.
in
n
to
concern:
lockout
Notice
relation
To
builders'
whom it may
the
ice in the British army, and Is one
The confidence of the progressives
visitor in the New Mexico museum is hereby given that the fnal report of the four survivors of that famous
not prevented both the republihas
time
return
to
in
Pills
Is
There
of the executor in the above entitled charge of the light brigade immor
Healing in Foley Kidney
today and expects
You need a mighty good medicine if for the summer school and the insti- estate has been filed in said court, and talized by the poet." Washington cans and the democrats from prepar
ing a vigorous campaign. In each of
once your kidneys are exhausted by tute of .Indian teachers in August. the 7th day of September, 1914 has Post.
the old parties there are half a dozen
have
and
tne
you
and
at
overwork,
who
others
registered
been Bet by said court for the hearing
neglect
Among
A Century Ago.
candidates for the head of the state
got it in Foley Kidney Pills.. Their museum today were E. X. Russell, Hot of objections to the same and the
One hundred years ago Gen. Thomas
ticket. The democratic assembly will
action is prompt, healing and tonic. Springs, S. D.; Etta Bennett, Dar- final settlement of said estate.
Plnckney arrived at Fort Jackson to meet next week and the
republican
Sound health and sound kidneys
El
J.
C.
assume
of
command
of
Campbell,
Witness my hand this 11th day
that post, which
lington, Okla.;
was located on the Mississippi below assembly the first week of next month.
their use. Try them. O. G Paso; Mrs. E. Ray Wasson, Ralph July, 1914.
The women's vote is expected to be
New Orleans and was now threatened
Schaefer and Red Cross, Drug Store. Wasson, Aztec; Frances Marron, Al
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K.V
an
the
influential factor both In the pri
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British.
General
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Plnckney
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Executor. a noted soldier of the Revolution
buquerque, and J. B. Barnhart, Omaha,
as maries and in the election. Although
well as of the War of 1812. He be the women of Colorado
fought shoul
longed to one of the oldest and most der for
sntll
they had
suffrage
equal
distinguished families ot South Caronow jugt
are
divided
attained,
it,
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lina, and he himself had served as
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emphatically
governor of the state. President Washare
ot
a
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first
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ington
appointed
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.100.000.P.
States minister to Great Britain. In avowed socialists, most of them be
a
.
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i
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1794 he was sent from London to leng to one of the three dominant par
Spain, where he arranged the treaty ties democratic, republican, progresby which the United States secured sive. The women, to a much greater
.
IX'1
the free navigation of the Mississippi
are strictly par
river. In 1796 General Pinckney was degree than the men,
tisan
and
beliefs
in
their
teachings.
honored with the Federalist party
I. M. Cunningham. Preside it
D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
nomination for president of the United Prominent among the partisan fighters
Frank Springer.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.
are Mrs. Gertrude A. Lee, chairman
States.
of the Ftate democratic
committee;
Mustache for Young England.
Is the mustache coming into fashion Mrs. Dewey C. Bailey, republican;
Mrs. Mary C. C Bradford, democrat,
again? One will have observed that
d
five of the Oxford crew wear decora- and Mrs. E. P. Costigan, wife of
tions on the upper lip. Cambridge has
P, Costigan, who is expected to
only one example. That, howeve-mak- es be named as thefirst choice of the
six out of eighteen, surely an progressives for governor.
unusual average today among men who
The activity of the women political
are not long out of their "teens." Leavleaders
equals that of the men. The
ing the army. In which "face fungus"
democrats
among the women are In a
Is compulsory, apart, common observation leads one to the conclusion that positions to spread their doctrine more
about eighty per cent of the male pop- successfully than the women of the
CAPITAL
ulation in Engiand are today clean- other parties by reason of the fact
i
shaven, while the majority of- the that the democrats In this state are in
others do not shave at all.
Office with the Saa Miguel National Bank
power and many of the officeholders
are women.
Court Humor.
Mrs. Lee, chairman of the democrat
Judge You say you saw the pris
WU. Q. HATDOH- rresiOenl
oner strike the complainant On what ic state committee, boaRts that she Is
a machine politician in every sense
B. W. KKLLT
Ties President
provocation?
.
he
of the word. She declares the belief
Witness
out
roll
a
V.
Why,
pulled
HOBCmi
0.
-- Vreasurse
m
of bills, your honor.
that the party In all cases should be
JudgeAnd you mean to say the supported In preference to the man.
prisoner struck him for that?
Since she became head of the state
Witness Well, he struck him foi committee Mrs. Lee has visited nearly
lome of it
all the counties ot the state and has
for-ru-
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state. Mrs. Bradford ia one of Mrs.
Lee's chief lieutenants and has traveled with her a good deal of the time.
She Is said to be one of the most
effective stump speakers In Colorado.
The women leaden of the three
principal parties believe the strength
they get out at the approaching primaries will have an Important effect
upon the vote at the November election. Each la encouraging the women
voters to become as Interested in the
primaries as they expect to be in the
election.

Accuracy

Positively the Biggest
Bargain of its Kind
ever Offered to the
Ladies of Las Vegas
t

We are selling the famous Williams Electric Iron for 01.98m

Electric Irons generally cpst
$3 50. sometimes $5.00. Here is
our opportunity to save $1.52 or
more, by taking advantage of this
splendid opportunity to get a Williams Electric Iron like your
friends have for a remarkably
low price.
YOU WILL BUY AN ELECTRIC IKON
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Santa Fe, July 22. The second annual report of the state corporation
commission which came from press
today, more than Justifies, by the results enumerated, the creation of that
commission by the constitutional convention. ' The amount of business transacted, the revenues secured for the
slate and the advantages procured for
the people, are in part apparent by
ganciug throitfJhthe volume of more
tbait '50O' pyirfted 'pages.
The commission during the past fla
cal year paid $22,124.15 into the state
treasury of which $12,800.75 was from
corporation' fees! $9,230 from insurance
and1' $340
fees
from miscellaneous
fees. That the commission was economical is shown by the fact that of
its contingent expense appropriation
it had a balance of $5,870.57. The income fluctuated from $853.20 in November to $4,654.20 in February, when
the insurance" companies whack up.
The report states that there are
3,002.40' miles of railroad In the state
besides 647.60 miles of yard track and
sidings. This is the first time in the
history of the state that the railroad
n'ileage has exceeded the three tbou-sanmark, 24.07 miles having been
tuilt the past fiscal year.
The growth of the insurance busl-ixbin New Mexico In the past 12
years' is shown by the fact that in
com1S0I only 4.406 life Insurance
New'Mexlco
in
were
in
force
panies
with
to $12,101,404.82,
sriounting
$122,692.08 in claims paid and
in premiums paid as against
13,000 policies last year amunting to
$28,131,707.09, claims paid of $307,633.01
and premiums collected of$879,535.80.
In addition 330 life assessment policies
claims paid
amounting to $626,000,
$7,000 and premiums received $8,103.59
10,186 fraternal policies amounting to
$13,188,296, claims paid $127,564.88 and
piemiums collected of $167,654.98 are:
reported. In 1882, there were $4,021,- 7J9 written In fire insurance risks, $89,- 573 in premiums paid, $21,066 in losses
paid, the average rate of premium being $2.24, while last year $38,573,197
were written, $576,103 in premiums was
collected although the . average rate
was only $1.50, while the losses paid
amounted to $312,836. In fidelity and
casualty insurance $225,549.81 in pre
miums was received and $76,792.58 in
losses was paid, indicating that the
insurance business is quite profitable.
The report is chuck full of interesting corporation and insurance statistics and could be studied with profit
by very taxpayer.
b
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At alwut 1:15 o'clock this afternoon
lightning struck a house at 119 Railroad avenue. The bolt passed through
the house, entering about two feet
above the front door and coming out
a back window..
s
The
were knocked off
the building where the lightning
Struck and a small fire was started in
one of the upstairs bedrooms. A hole
about six Inches across was made in
tie front porch roof just below the
ityo where the lightning'1 Struck
Splinters and small sticks wefe 'scattered all over the front yard. ' The
telephone was knocked out of commission, and when the residents attempted to phone for the fire department they were unable to use 4he
phone. A neighbor called the department and after a fast run the small
blaze was extinguished. No one in
fiie house was hurt.
clap-board-

N. M.., July 22. Joint encampment of the New Mexico National
Deming.

Guard and a detachment of the United
States army ended here today. Awards
were made in a number of marknian-si.Icontests, ompany I of Deming
on the silver cup trophy. In the-company field shooting Company M of
Portales was first, ' and Company. X
'
of Clovis, second.
The general efficiency., trophy .went
to Company E of Santa Fe. The special prize for range shooting was
awarded to Company B of Carlsbad,
The regular army troops broke camp
ai d starred on an overland march, to
Fort Bliss.
p

'

HINDUS READY TO

since the Ulster controversy haV'fee-com- e
acute, and iince the first announcement of the conference. The
premier said:
"The speech was sent to me in the
ordinary, way, by His Majesty, the day
before it was delivered and I take the
entire responsibility for it
"The king left it to the discretion
of the conference to determine whether or not his speech should be published and the conference decided for
'
its publication.
"He has hot taken any step from
the beeinni'ne until now except in
consultation' with, and on the advice
of, his ministers."
Premier Asquith, ' on " being ques
tioned as to the calling of the conference, said with emphasis that all
amending did bo unconditionally. He
declined .to discuss why it was being
started in Buckingham palace instead
of in the house of commons'. When
asked .whether there would be an opportunity for discussion of the sub
ject in the house, Premier Asquith
retorted: "Time will show."

mThe
I

.Main 2
.Main 2
22, 1914.

TUB CAILLACX TttAL

No theater in Paris can hope ever
to compete in interest with the melodrama being staged in the aBslze court
oring the trial of Madame Calllaux
iur the murder of Gaston Calmette,
'iiitor of "Figaro." The "set" is one
li'at would drive a moving picture director to distraction, and one can
ven imagine how a Hogarth would
feel, visually drinking in its possibilities for a picture.
At long range it seems to be a
travesty on justice rather than a trial
for a crime, a iglgantic De Wolfe
it
Hopper masterpiece without the music.
Somehow in smacks of the theatrical, WELLKNOWN WORKERS
J? an orgy of sentiment.
Somehow,
the fact that a crime has been comFOR CONVENTION
mitted seems to be subserviated to
the display, and it does not appear to
lie so much the aim of the court to
ON
SCHOOL LEADERS
SUNDAY
accomplish the ends of the law as to
PROGRAM FOR STATE MEETcreate an effect.
ING AT ALBUQUERQUE
Whatever else the Frenchman may
one
a
not he, he is always good ,actor;
Santa Fe, July 22. Federal 'Judge
can imagine him, even on the steps
H. Pope, president of the New
W,
of the guillotln, asking the executionMexico Sunday school convention, toer if the audience is well pleased with
announced that two of the best
the performance. And the last look of day
International Sunday school
known
the staring eyes, as the head rolls Into
in this country, will be at Alworkers
-the basket, may well be Interpreted
buquerque for the state Srtnday school
;.&s an appeal for :approvaluf
jto. cenvention September 29 to October 1.
It may be that Madame Calllaux is
Foster Biyfier
Mrs.
There may have They are, 'head Mary
; guilty of murder.
the
of
elementary
of
Chicago,
been extenuating circumstances, like
Of the International-Sundadepartment
emotional insanity, which, would get
work, and W. C, Pearce, also
her off Scot free In this country. scboo'lj
of,' Chicago, liead of the adult work.
There may have been other incentives
Bctn'j are! favorites 'of the readers of
(bat we cannot talk about in polite the
Sunday School Times and other
csclety. But all these possibilities
"
five'
fJrtBsrtpdicalajwill also be other
dwindle into nothingness beside
Of course, there
big fact that a play is being staged.
state.
For many years to come Madame Call- speakers from all parts of the
to
this
promises
convention
The
year
the
mind
of
the
laux will remain, in
the
of
in
the
history
be
the
greatest
theatrical French, the queen of court
commonwealth.
tragedy.
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SANTA FE BREVITIES
Santa Fe. July 22. Superintendent
of Public Instruction Alvan N.White
left yesterday for Albuquerque and
(Continued front page One)
Silver City, accompanied by Frank &
Buck of the McMillan Book company. beon invited to take
part in the entry
Mr. and Mrs. Buck have just arrived
Mexico
into
City.
from Oklahoma to take up their resiGuerrero is in the mountainous dis
dence at Santa Fe during the summer tricts of western Chihuahua where
':' ifM!K'.
school.
Villa operated as a bandit before the
State Senator E. C. crampton of Madero revolution.
Raton arrived today on legal business
Villa' off for .Guerrero
fcefore District Judge E. C Abbott.
visitFe
Chihuahua, Mexico, July 22. Gen
Mrs. Crampton is in Santa
eral
Villa, his wife and some personal
U
Walter
Kegel.
ing Mrs.
Db! and Mrs. Edgar I Hewett
fiiends, left today for Guerrero where
to return to Santa Fe n Satur- ther will visit the home of Mrs. Villa.
a
the summer school sessions. The party will not return here for
for
day
"
'
was
announced.
it
the
past week,
They have been at San Diego
low months, where Dr. Hewett is one
Unless John McGraw's pitchers
of the leading spirits of the San
up pretty Soon we fear the
tighten
Diego exposition.
Giants will not be able to spend any
world's series' money this year.
Subscribe for The uptM.
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CHAVEZ WINS FROM
DELMQNT

We are showing these stones in the
ctystals as they are found, as well as

cut ready for mounting.
They range m hardness betweeu the
Topaz and Sapphire.
Aof an imitation of the Diamond, ,but
a bright white stone.
.
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OlDDINGS VS.

CASEIOF
GIDDINOS

Call and See Them at

TERMINATED

..

G. G. Granville, county chairman,
has called the county convention of
"
the Union county democrats for the
afternoon of Wednesday,' August 5, at
the court hrtise at Clayton. A suggestion that a direct primary be beld
throughout the county was frowned
upon and precinct "conventions"-- - have
been called tor July ,30. The county
convention is to consist of. 63 delegates
and the call has. been Issued by Secretary J. J. Duran. Saturnino Finard,
one of the democratic leaders of iiie
county, Is said to be a candidate for
the nomination for corporation

'

.j-.-

T A U PE RT'S

BOAT

July
Vancouver, British Columbia,
Smoke poured from the funnels
of the Japanese ship Komagata Maru,
at anchor in the harbor early today
and Guerdit Singh, the rich contractor of labor, promised that the ship
v. ill sail before night with her Hindu
passengers who came to Vancouver to
demand entrance to Canada as her
subjects, theratenlng, if refused, to
return to India and agitate against
their domination..
The Canadian cruiser Rainbow lies
a cable's length from the Komagata,
and it is said that she will convoy the
Japanese steamer to sea. Provisions
for the return voyage were placed on
the Komagata today.
Seven Vancouver Hindus have taken
passage on the Komagata. They are
bcund for Hindostan, they say, to
preach revolution, telling the story of
the indignities, alleged to have been
heaped, upon the men who came on
... a,, a
the Komagata.,
;..,.
22.

STATE POLITICS

,

Found in Mora County

'

QUIT STRUGGLE

AT DENVER

Denver, July 22. la one of the best
fights of his ring career, Benny Chavez of Trinidad last ni'nt, won the decision over Gene Delmont, of Memphis,
at the end of 15 rounds. But one round
could be credited clearly to Delmont.

1
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Automobile siage tine to Mora triTuesday, Thursday and Saturday, ; leaving Las Vegas postoffice
g a. m.,V' arriving .Mora 9:45 a, m.
Leave Mora 4 p.,- m. arrive Las Vegas
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
one
'way, $3. Round trip tickets good
,i
j., ?
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
In Roosevelt county; R. G. Bryant
419 Railroad avenue. Phone Main 397.
and L. W. Carleton have announced
Adv.
themselves candidates for the democratic nomination for the legislature.
The republicans will probably nomin
AGAINST
ate T. J. Molinarl and the progressives CHARGES
.. r
W. E, Lindsey.
Corporation Commissioner Hugh.;!!
Williams accompanied the commis
SOUTHERN ROAD
sioner of public lands left Santa
&n
overland
on
Fe
yesterday
trip to Union county and everywhere DULANEY, BEFORE SENATE COM.
along the way he is receiving assur
MITTEE, ACCUSES SHADY
ances of active support for his renoTRANSACTIONS
mination as corporation commission
er on the straight republican ticket.
Washington, July 22. Charges that
purchases of branch lines by tho
were comparable to
The Minnesota State Federation ' of Southern Railway
Haven
New
transactions, were
the
anLabor will hold its thirty-seconB.
U
Dulaney of Bristoday by
nual convention in Duluth next week.
tol, Tenn., before the senate commit
tee investigating charges' that the
discriminated against Charles
railway
Blood Tonic Has
ton and other southern ports at the be
of a coal truet.
Important Meaning hest
"These deals show how the million
aires are made," declared Dulaney.
Puts the Right Sort of Vim Chiefly his charge rested on what be
said was the sale, of the; Virginia and
Where Most Needed.
Southwestern, to, the,. Southern by H.
director in the the
K.MxiHargf
profit, of $4,00(,000, Dulaney
said, as a member of a company own
ing the .Virginia,. and Southwestern,
offered control of ,the stock ,to .the
Southern for.,$500.000, with $1,300,000
bonds outstanding.
Later, he said, McHarg sold it to
the Southern for approximately
To tone the blood monns to ennble It to
The Knoxville and Bristol,
throw off accumulated Impurities, to increase the red corpuscles aud to put the
offered to him for
said,
organs into such active condi- Dulenay
tion as to produce that conscious sensation
was later sold to the Southern
of what we leel as health.
This Is the logical effect of using the for about $500,000.
weekly,
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The divorce of Manuelita Aragon de
Giddings, plaintiff, vs. William B. Gid-infra, defendant, pending in the district court for Guadalupe county, and
which was on hearing before Judge
Leahy in chambers yeBterday, came to
rather an abrupt ending at the afternoon ipession of the court.
Testimony was Introduced oti the
part Bf the defendant, through attorneys, to show that the defendant, Wil
liam B. Giddings, and his wife, Manuelita Aragon de Giddings, became
reconciled with each other a few
hours prior to the death of William
B. Giddings, which occured in May
last, , and a division of the property
asked for.
Frances Giddings, a daughter of the
defendant by his first wife, testified
chat her stepmother came to the house
a few hct.trs prior to her father's
death, and in a conversation with her
father, at which the priest was pres
ent, she forgave her father and said
she was ready and willing to live with
him again. ., ,.
,..
Father Arrufa, a French priest, un
familiar with the English language,
but who spoke the French and Spanish
languages fluently, testified that the
plaintiff and the defendant became re
conciled prior to the demise of the
defendant, and that he then administered to him the communion and last
sacrament. In view of the reconcilia
tion, the court held that the action for
divorce could not be maintained. It
is understood that the estate of Wil
liam B. Giddings amounted to about
$25,000. and was left by will to the
children by bis first wife, the. second
wife and child having been left but a
small part of the property.

d
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blood-makin-

famous

blood piiriller, S. S. S.
Half the people you meet complain ofi
stagnnnt brain. Jangled
weary muscles,
nerves, and a wonderful desire to lay down
and Just quit. Most of these people have
been using nervines that spasmodically flare
up the nerves only to die down again, as
die tbey must.
Avoid nerve stimulants.
Bear In mind that this worn-ou- t
feeling Is
due to poor blood, to bacteria In the water
the
to
you drink;
multiplying of destruci
tive germs In the blood faster than they
J
'i
can be overcome by the white corpuscles;
and to what is known as
that KING'S SPEECH, WhIcH TSTIRRED
where
venous
or Impure blood
the
condition
accumulates faster than it can be replaced
ALL ' ENGLAND,' DELIVERED
"
by the red arterial blood.
ON HI SAY SO
S. 8. 8. has long been famous as
blood
jurWer, and Its action bjr ellmlnnthiii of
tne irritating poisons that infest the blood.
Is one of the very important things toanow.
London" July' 22. Premier Asquith
You caa get,S. 8., 8.
drusv stare,
afsny
but take no other
blood purifier.
today assumed In the house of com8.
la purely a .vegetable vrediict,
and you will make a great mistake to have mons full responsibility for the speech
some enthusiast palm oir a rnewitrr. arsenic made
by the king yesterday to the
or iodide of potash preparation .that saay
do Ton Irreparable harm.
political leaders who had met at Buck8. 8. 8. is prepared fey The .Swift Specific
Irish
Co., 533 Swift Bldg.. Atlanta. Ga., and if ingham palace to confer on the
vou nave snv aeep-seateor chutlnnte blood
rul problem.'' He thus set at
trouble, write to their Medical Dept. for home
free advice.
It will be wo.Hh your- - while rest . various ' reports in circulation
at UU BO,
,, ,,;.'.

PREMIER TAKES

RESPONSIBILITY

SUICIDE

OF SHOOTING
INSPECTOR, CUTS
HIS THROAT

MAN ACCUSED
LICE

PO-

Boston, July 22. Lawrence Robin-sun- ,
charged with the murder of Police Inspector Thomas J, Norton, committed suicide last night by cutting
his throat with a steel shank, which
he removed from one of his shoes.
Since ithe opening of his .trjal yesterday he had been confined, at night, in
a room- of the court house. Robinson
was accused of shooting Norton while
resisting, arrest in the Berilston Cafe
on June: 19..., (,
si,,,
Letters found in Robinson's effects
and dated July 18, indicated that he
contemplated suicide before his trial
began. In a pathetic and repentant
note to his mother and wife, he said.
"To my dear mother and my wife.
Dora Alice, the, loving sweeheart of
my boyhood dajs, the only woman I
have ever foved and who stuck to me
through all the shame into which I
plunged ber.' I bid a last fond good:
bye, and if there is a God Almighty,
and another world I pray that I may
neet you there.
"LAWTtEXCB"
(Signed)
To j Sheriff John Quinn, his keeper
andvfo'hl8 couasel, John H. and Hugh
C; Blanchard,' he wrote:
.
"You're ttp" againt a hard game when
you've got to die to beat it It seems
to be the easiest solution of the whole
go to
difficulty. I would not wait-.tthe chair for the satisfaction it would
give a person, and life or a long term
in prison for manslaughter are worse
than death, and I know what I'm talkv
ing about."

SHOOTING GIVES UP
DISCHARGED

;

EMPLOYE

OF RAIL-

CONFESSES. ATTACK ON
SECRETARY

ROAD

i

St. Louis, July 22. Edward Koenig,
who for four days had been sought by
the local police in connction with the
shooting of Felix E. ' Anderson, "assistant to President W. S. McChesney of

the Terminal Railroad association, ...sur
rendered to the police in a lawyer's
office today.
,
To Chief of Detectives
Allender
Koenig admitted he had shot Ander
son, and said he did so because "they
huA ' onnnnlrfwl ie ruin find IHlt ma "
Asked to define "they." he answered

around.
Hedging sales retarded oats from
cl'mbing with corn and wheat, but the
market leaned to the bull side.
Provisions Buffered from lack of demand.
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, July 81; Sept. 80.
' Corn, July 71;
Seput 684,.
Oats, July 39; Sept, 35.
Pork, Sept $20.77.
Lard, Sept $10.10; Oct. $10.15.
'
Ribs, Sept. $11.92; Oct. $11.47.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New oYrk, July 22. Extreme weakness in Rock Island, and other minor

issues, with comparative steadiness in
standard shares, constituted the salient features of today's market. The
'
closing was irregular. The last sales
were as follows:
69
incoherently. Allender explained the Amalgamated Copper
belief that Koenig either is insane or American Sugar Refg.
24
98
Atchison
feigning insanity. "
162
"I left the railroad voluntarily sev- Reading
eral years ago," said Koenig.
"but Southern Pacific
96.
127
when they gave me 'clearance papers' Union Pacific
61
they read that t had been dismissed. United States Steel
This prevented me from getting .work United States Steel, pfd. ....... 108
40
anywhere else. I begged and begged Cblno Copper
in vain that the company reinstate me
or give me correct clearance pavers."
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, July 22. Hogs, reKoenig denied he was connected with
the Industrial Workers of the World. ceipts 5,000. Market higher. Bulk $9
9.15; heavy $9.159.17: packers
CHICAGO BOAKU OF TRADE
end butchers $9.059.15; lights $8.95
Chicago, July 22. Wheat prices ad9.10; pigs $8.759.10.
vanced today on account of a further
Cattle, receipts 5,000. Market steaspread of damage from black rust and dy.' Prime fed cteers $9.409.85;
excessive heat. Ravorable crop ,. ad- dressed beef steers $8.259.25; westvices from Russia and Canada tended ern steers $7.509.50; cows $47.50;
also to lift the market. Besides, coun- he.ifers $6.509.50; stokers and feedtry acceptances on bids fronr here were ers $68.40; calves $S.5010.95.
reported to be light Atef opening
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market steaoff to
cent up, quotations made a dy. Lambs $7.508; yearlings $6
general upturn..
6.75; wethers $4.505.75; ewes $4
Corn rose with wheat. There seem- 4V75.
i
ed to be no prospect of adequate rains

.....".l.

,

i

"ONYX"

.A

Black Hose

I

;

;.:--

!

j

25c''

u

to

i

WARNER'S

ni.

X

: f!A.

Rust-Pro- of

Corsets

v

I

I

$1.00;;

$2.00
$5.00

Per Pair.

.

;

when needed. Opening prices which
varied from a shade off to V cent advance, were- followed by gains all

MAN SOUGHT FOR

SUPPLENESS, GRACE AND POISE DISTINGUISH WEARERS OF
I

Bacharach Clothes
We offer experienced service, in selecting and fitting the most
ionable garments
ways. Correct

fash-

for your figure' Extra Style and Quality. As

intyje,

and

With;

al-

better quality than ever beforeJiw

PRICES THE LOWEST
'TH1

3TORt'OT QUALITY,

mmf
E.LasVegas- -

IF) A OT?
n.m:

-

LAS VEQA8 DAILY OPTIC

WEDNESDAY,

JULY

TL,

WA.

1 ' 1 0 nomination for governor on a'platform
Batteries: M. Collins and Carrigan; opposed I to William Barnes and
Charles Vi Murphy.' ,
and Leary.
STANDING OP THE CLUBS
4 lievirenz
i
Colonel Roosevelt' it was said here,
t v.
R. H. K. was fully aware of the resistance he
At Washington
t 7 t would mej?t If he. sought to bring
.1
Chicago
4 13
1 about progressive endprsement of; .Mr.
National League
Washington
and Hinham, or of any ,other candidate
1
"W.
Batteries:
.Benz,
Lathrop
Pet
32
.603 Schalk, Kuhn ; Johnson and Afnsmitb. outside the progressive party. To all
Ntw Tork
:.48
.565
. 37
inquiries today he merely replied that
.?. ..48
Chicago . , .f
National League
.641
he had nothing to say at present and
40
.!.47
St. Louis
' .469
R. H. K. that his forthcoming statement would
At Cincinnati
43
...3S
1
6 15 1 explain .his
.464 New York
45
y
Cincinnati'.- - .'.V.
position fully.
3
Cincinnati
7". 7
43
". 37
.463
Philadelphia 7
n
Batteries: Deniaree, Fromrae,
.449
43
35
Brooklyn ,
and
.443
McLean;
Meyers,
44
.35
Beaton,
..
Pittsburgh
Ames and. Erwin, Gonzales.
American League
R.H. K.
W.
L.
Pet .At St. Louis
'
1
4 11
,:1
.614
.Bf
32
.
Brooklyn
Philadelphia"
r
.
'..47
.541 St Louis
...5 9 0
40
Detroit
We sell Men's Shirts for 25
Batteries: Pfeffer, Reulbaclj and O.
39
.536
Washington n f.'.,4,,45
cts.
.535 Miller; ;Pe.rdue and, Wingo,,Suy(ler.
40
Boston
We sell 50 cts . value Men's
40
.524
St. Louis":.l.V:;;I:.'.44
Shirts for 39 eta.
R. H. fc).
At Pittsburgh
.606
43
42
Chicago
7
For 49 cts we sell either"
Z
6
.402 Boston .
49
, 9
...33
New York ,
Men'B
Dress Shirts or Men's
1
.3
0
.341
66
.
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
.........29
Work
qualities for which
6hlrts,
Batteries:
Rudolph and Gowdy;
are
asked to pay 65
you
usually
Co'nBelman
W.
and
OToole,
Federal League
Wagner.
Cts and 75(8.
t,
i
; , W. L. Pet
.
98 cts "buys Men's resfehirts
At Chicago
R. n. E.
.590
34
Chicago"- - i?:'. :.V;.49
and Negligee Shirts, the better
34
.570 Philadelphia
Ji 8 3
Indianapolis . .......45
quality shirts, for which you
4
6
.543 Chicago
2
.
44
37
Baltimore" 4 .. .
are
and $1.50
usually asked J
:
.539
Batteries:
35
iul
.4t
Oescger, Tincdp
Brottklyn'':: , i.
.500 Burns; Vaughn, Hagerman nr.d
39
Buffalo . ...........39
.440
37
47
Kansas City
.424
49
...36
St. Louis .,
I
I
Western League
.
Pittsburgh..
i' A 'i
Seeing the ties that we sell
'
;"
At Omaha
R. H. K.
for 25 cts. will convince you
a
t
Lincoln
6
Western League
that we do not misrepresent
'! 12
6
L.
W.
Pet Omaha .
when we state that people are
Batteries:
.593
37
and
54
Dessau, Seroggins
Sioux City
often
asked to pay 35 cts to 50
584 Blackburn; Crabb and Crosby.
3
37
Denver
.;.
cts
the same kind.
for
.560
40
St Joseph ..........51
At
Des
Moines
R.
538
II.
R
75
AiZ
Lincoln y'M.Qrffl.,
cts values Ties for 49 cts.
13 14 6
.514 Des Moines
45
Des Moines .,'((...... 47
The One Price to All Store
9 12
0
.478 St. Joseph
47
43
Omaha .
Batteries:
.398
66
67
Turner, Mogridge and
Vichlta
On the Plaza Las Vegas, N. M.
...... 32 61 .341 Haley; Brown, Glaze and Schang.
Topeka: .

FIVE

St. Louie

PERSONALS

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT

.

Gus Spelcher and Perry Earlckson
left this morning for Mora. They will
s attending to busibe gone several
ness Interests a (hat place.
W. D. Ruskls of Trinidad Is among
the business visitors In this city today.
John Van florae has entered the
employ of the Whalen garage as a mechanic.
Chase Bell came in last night from
Deming and will remain In the city for
several days taking moving pictures.
Francisco Baca of Bernalillo la visiting with friends in this city.
P. Bidegan" is registered at one of
the local hotels. He claims Flagstaff,
Ariz., as his home town.
Leo AbeyU. left this afternoon for
Albuquerque , after having spent the
past week in this city.
Charles Chadwlck of Albuquerque
is a visitor In town today.
visiting this
O. W. Gafllngton Is
from
Vaughn.
city
Mrs. L. Sachea of Jonesboro, Kansas, came In this evening from her
home at that place and will remain
here the. rest of the summer yisitlttg
with her sister, Mrs. Charles Rosenthal.
Hon. O. A. Larrazolo left this mornwhere he
ing for his ranch at Roclada,
next ten
the
remain
for
to
expects
Jt
days.
P. Fairclotli, attorney at law, left for
lis home in Santa Rosa this morning.
Mrs. Maude L. Greene, chalk talker
and lecturer of the W. C. T. U., left
this afternoon for her home at East

Vaughn.
Master Henry Roberts returned this
afternoon from Denver, where he has
been for the past month, visiting with
friends.

4
4

,
CAMP

MONTEZUMA

.

47.80S &3

Liabilities
Capital .
Profits
Deposits

$113,10

00

1,038.72

.

132,589.61

.

$247,808.33

$400,633.38

Liabilities

ti

Capita
ProAta nd surplus
Deposits ,

...

..

..$114,220.06
10.125.76
276,187.62
'

$400,533.38

.The above Statements are correct
JOHN W. HARRIS, President

that certain order . passed by the fork something like a potatoe digger.
pany for the following purposes:
For the extinguishing of fires;
Board of County .'Commissioners, of The fjoor about the vat was
slippery, j ,
j
.' For the sprinkling of streets within the County of San Miguel, on the 20th and as I
stepped forward my foot slip-re- d
the said t:Ity;
day of December, 1&80, granting the
and I fell head first Into the rat
For the sprinkling of city parks;
Right of Way and other rights and iDstinotively, for I did not have time
For all lawful purposes in connec- franchises to the said The Agua Pura to think, I grabbed the side of the
tion with the city ball and jail of said Company, or under that certain con- vat with my left hand. This steadied
city, and the city schools located with- tract befweeu said Board of County me for a moment and saved my life aa
in said city, including the sprinkling Commissioners and said Company, of It kept me from
diving head first into
of the lawns around said city hall and the same date, relating to water sup- the boiling sap, which seethed and
ply and water rates, or as a recogni- bubbled black as tar.
jail and said schools;
For the supply of the public drink- tion by said city of the validity- ot
My face went within an inch or so
of that deadly surface so that I caught
ing fountain now maintained by said either said order or said contract
In the event that the said company a glimpse of my own reflection and
city;
For the flushing of the sewers of shall within ten days after the pas- felt the blistering heat on my face.
said city.
sage hereof file with the city clerk But that grip on the side of the vat
The city agrees that its use ol' its written acceptance of the terms with my left hand while It saved my
water for the purposes aforesaid will and condititns hereof, then this or life swung me off balance so that the
be at all times reasonable and that dinance shall immediately be and be only way I could keep from going bodiat no time will it use an amount of come a binding contract between the ly into the vat was to thrust my right
At )enver
R. H. K.
water in excess of the amount neces- City and the said Company for the arm into the boiling soap. I had a
J'.
Sioux City
11 is 2
sary to "accomplish the ufces and pur- period aforesaid, but in the event that heavy buskskln glove on my hand,
' .f T. Frmr'v Ca in
c
Denver
7 10 2
poses above mentioned, and that it the said Company shall fail to accept which protected it fairly well, but the
Batteries; White and Murphy; Har
will use the 6ame economically and the terms hereof within said period flesh on my arm was seared to the elrington .Gaskell, iKng and Spahr.
without waste, and that its said use tTTen this ordinance snail immediately bow and my right leg was also scalded
J shall be subject
to all rules and regu become vpid and of no effect.
to the knee.
HILLSBORO AGAIN
At Wichita
R. H. K.
Enacted this 8th day of July, A. D.
As soon as'l had got my balance I
lations lawfully made . by the said
7 13
1
.
Topeka
out of the vat, onto a pile of
rolled
company, or by. the city applicable to 1914.
,h
Wichita 1
13
0
.
consumers.
private'
barrel heads and managed to
Mf.
:
.,
steaming
H.
Approved
SMITH,
BY
FLOOD
VISITED
Batteries:
r
Jones, McAllister and
make my way to the office. I had on'
Said The Agiia. Pura Company by Attest:
Mayor.
Waite; Baker. Lambert and Graham.
a tight fitting black Jersey that cerCHAS. TAMMB; Clerk.
its acceptance of .the terms, of this
heat In tine shape.
the
for
wlll
that
ordinance
agree
Chas.
I,
TammeVcity Clerk tf the tainly kept the
CROPS WASHED OUT AND EXTEN- One
of
assistants
the
thinking to do
to
the
aforesaid
will
it
supply,
period
City of Las Vegas, New Mexico, do
SIVE DAMAGE SUFFEREDGOAT BREEDER SHOT
city water adequate for the purposes hereby certify, that the foregoing Is me a good turn ripped this jersey off.
'
BY STOCK RAISERS
aforesaid, periods of scarcity, ot a true and correct copy ot Ordinance! In doing so he tore all the skin oft
bit
water due to drought or other 'causes ino. 368 as
my arm to the elbow and a good
1
passed hjr the City Council of the flesh with
com
it
said
'control
of
within
sec
not,
the
of said Ity on the 8th day or July,
Albuquerque, July 22 For tha
The next two months I spent in the
ond time this summer the Klllsboro pany being ex'ceptecT, and that it will A. D. 1914t .
the better part of the time
orhoppital,
this
covered
y
the
'
WOMAN AT WHOSE HOUSE THE district of Sierra
period
Dated at the qity of Las Vegas,
county has been during
trying to persuade the doctors to cut
dinance keep all of the hydrants afore- Vegas, New Mexico, on the 9th
BODY WAS FOUND IS HELD
day the arm off. I couldn't think of anydevastate by floods. In June a cloudsaid, except as In this paragraph of July, A. D. 1914. ...
FOR TRIAL
burst sent a flood down the Ferctia otherwise provided, in good order and
thing the arm would ever be worth to
.CHAS. TAMME,
(Signed)
me to repay me for the suffering of
to
any
Albuquerque, July 22. J. A. Read, creek which swept away half the condition. Any Injuries caused
.City Clerk.
to save it. Now that all that
or
trying
said
the
said
town
seat
of
of
the
county
an Angora goat breeder in the Guadahydrants by
city
Hillsboro,
is past and gone I am glad, of course,
any person lawfully entitled to use
lupe mountains, 40 miles southwest ot and caused one death.
that I did save the army, but I am not
Continued heavy rains of four days the same under tne terms hereof,
Carlsbad, was killed some time Satur
ARCHER TELLS
JIIIMIE
sure I would go through such a two
out
creek
at
sent
its
Palomas
shall
the
be
have
the
M.
by
city
past
Mrs.
repaired
and
A.
day night,
Brown, wife
months' slegs again.
the!
of
of a mountaineer, was lodged in jail of banks,, washing away the crops of expense. Within thirty days
wouldn't cut the arm
the
and
this
ordinance
the
farmers
the
small
of
by
ABOUT
wrecking
acceptance
INJURED ARM If Ithe doctors
in Carlsbad today in connection with
want
them to touch It
didn't
off
the killing. Read was found deaa on extensive farms ot Hopewell cattle said city1 the city will by writing dea
I didn't want
while
so
after
got
the
said
raisers.
to
livered
company designate
the floor ot the Brqwn woman's home.
But
I was too
It.
at
look
to
GREAT
CATCHER
GROWS PLEAS- atyone
The messenger who came from the the hydrants from which its spVink-- !
He had been shot through the heart.
the
and
to
die
ANTLY
IN
gradually
then,
REMINISCENT
tough
and
on
horseback
flooded district
today ling cart or carts will take water,
That was before the
mended.
MAGAZINE
ARTICLE
aim
over
water
such
not
$200,000.
for
at
shall
take
the
the
damage
places
city
days of skin grafting and as a result
The village of Cuchiilo has been en- purpose from any hydrants other than
THROW SKIRTS AT tirely washed away. The Gila and Mim-bre- s those designated, and during the pe It was in the slack winter season of my arm Is pretty well scarred and
rivers are out of banks and riod covered by this ordinance the 1902 and work around Toronto was ridged. It is also bent and stiffened l
scarce. I had just got a temporary at the elbow. But It has been a pretty-usefuheavy damage is reported along both city .shall, at its own expense, keep
old arm to me for all that
WORKING PEONS streams,
in repair the hydrants so designated. job helping out In a cooperage shop.
Baseball
In
Part
of
consisted
Magazine.
my
employment
The City of Las Vegas hereby ac
In a vat
heads
the
barrels
of
placing
LEGAL NOTICE
to
The
said
Itself
Agua
knowledges
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
'YOU CAN WEAR THEM," WOMEN
Pura Company of Las Vegas in the so that the sap could be boiled out
season
of this ramous moun34th
of
some
This
them.
was
three
3G8
JEER; WHEN MEN LABOR INNo.
One
yat
Hundred
ORDINANCE
t
sum of Three Thousand
resort
feet
STEAD OF FIGHT
tain
Carriage outtevery Sathigh rand,. superheated by direct
An Ordinance to Provide for the Fur and Twenty-fiv- e
($3125) Dallors for
connection
.with
""morning,
returning following
urday
steampipes.
nishing of Watej to the City by the and on account of water furnished to
in
some
heads
I
had
Including passag
oak
barrel
charge,
Naco, Ariz., July 22. Mexican wom
put
Friday;
of
Las
of
Janu
Vegas
Company
the
first
Pura
said city from
day
Agua
rates for longen took off their skirts and threw them
for the Extinguishing of fires and ary 1912, to the, first day of May the vat where they were boiling and both ways $10. Special
Las Vegas,
In
East
Address
as
er
was
It
time.
at men resuming work yesterday at
afternoon.
the
late
getting
ac
for Other Purposes.
1914, and the said company by Its
mines of the Cananea Consolidated Be It Ordained by the City Council ot ceptance hereof shall agree to take near closing time, I started to take Box 8. : Leave orders at Murphey'a
tAem out For this purpose 1 had a. or plaza hotel. Adv.
Copper company, according to advices
the City of Las Vegas:
and receive said sum in full satisfacreceived here today. The men went
ot
'the'
all
since
and
first
of
and
tion
day
any
Whereas,
discharge
back, to work after a strike rather April, in the year 1927 The Agua Pnra claims aoddends against
thjciti
hstltutiOnalist army.
tiianljollT'the
Company of Las Vegas has been fur-- ' for water furnis8;asrviceg--eV5''
"f.di
"You can wear tne sniris; we can nlshing; to the City of Las' Vegas dered
'the
aforesaid.
period
during
the women water for the
look after ourselves,"
Of
fires Said amount shall be paid as follows:
extinguishing
jeered.
There shall be Immediately paid on
in said city for the sprinkling 'of its
Forty of the women were arrested streets, and for other piirpbsesy and, the same whatever amoust is now In
by Majojr Ellas P. Calles, sent to
Whereas', ''the City of Las'' Vegas Is the treasury ot the, city to the credit
Cananea by General Venustiano Car- - desirous of
adjusting its indebtedness of the Fire Hydrant Fund, and here
ranza to settle the strike.
for the water so furnished during said after all amounts paid into or collectperiod, and to provide for similar ed for said fund shall be paid over
Wgpfl.
SBUMp HMMM
services on the part of the said com to said The Agua Pura Company upon
POSSIBLE DISRUPTION pany for the future;
its demand until the amounts due for
;3
7j)
Now, therefere, the said City of Las said period and the amounts provided
OF PROGRESSIVES VeKas hereby rents from said The for in this ordinance as the same ac
Agua Pura Company of Las Vegas the crue are 'ully paid Until all amounts
right to use the fire hydrants now due under this contract are fully paid,
OPPOSI belonging to the sld company and the city will cause to be levied each
MEETING
ROOSEVELT
. TION TO HIS CANDIDATE
located on the mains of the said com year a tax upon all taxable' property
AMONG LEADERS
.. ,
pany witbin the said City"; or Las in the city, sufficient to raise the
Vegas, and 'to use water therefrom amounts In accordance with the terms
Oyster Bay, N. T., July 22. Fof the IBr the purposes hereinafter specified. of this contract and which amount,
first time in the history of the pro for a period of five years commencing until the amounts now due, to said
gressive party, Colonel Roosevelt to; wit;the Cret day f May, ,1914, and company for the period since the first
day faced the possibility of oppsition ending with the 30th. day , of .April, day ot April 191S has been fully paid,
shall be not less, than Two Thousand
within the ranks over-- , the hoice of
candidates.
The said City of Las Vegas hereby ($2000t',JDllars each' year, All pro
learned that at the meeting of agrees to pay aa rental jor the said ceeds of the eald tax shall be used
the progressive - committee of New hydrants .and for the use of the. water for the payment of the amounts probe paid hereunder, "and' tor
York bounty last ' night Chairman therefrom the sum of Fifteen Hun- vided
,'' .
dred Dollars ($1500) per year, pay- no thef purpose.
TrahcflW. Bird declared for
.
shall be
in
ordinance
this
and
'after
as
able
hereinafter
provided.1
Nothing
ticket,
straight progressive
the meeting learned that Harvey D,
The said City of Las Vegas shall construed "or held as in any way a
Hinham of Birmingham had announc have the right to use water from the recognition by the City of Las Vegas
ed his candidacy for the republican mains of the said Agua Pura Com of any obligation on its part under Imam

MECKTIES

tV'JLjir2i

.4; ;'...

BASEBALL

TODAY'S

National League
Philadelphia at Chicago.
Brooklyn at St Louis.
New York at Cincinnati.
Boston at Pittsburgh.
'

-

u

.

American League
Chifcago,' at Washington.

Cleveland at' Philadelphia.
St Louis at Boston.
Detroit at New York.

,

.

ATJMSBAD

"

Federal League
St. Louis' at Baltimore.
Chicago at Brooklyn.
Kansas City at Buffalo.
Indianapolis' at Pittsburgh.
Western League
Sioux City 'at Denver.
St.' Joseph at Des Moines.
Topeka at Wichita.
Omaha at Lincoln.

'

.

4,

-

RESULTS

YESTERDAY'S
.

American Leacue
R- K
At Philadelphia- -r
1 7 1
Cleveland
2
6 2
Philadelphia
and
cariscn,
Mitchell
Batteries: ;
Bush and , Schangf,t; .
r R. H-Second Game- Cleveland
7 14 4
rPhUidelphii .
and
Hagerman
Steen,
Batteries:
Bassler;.''Brejssler and Schang.

rrrr

---

ikivtotk

R.H.E.

TniV
Ldu Jt
2
7
New
BatterieV'J'Covaleskie, Hall, Boeh-le- r
and Stanage; Warhop and Nuna-ihakeI1 -

5

9!-

Q

Yorijl

jf

i

v

!

3

;jh

,

R.tH. E

At Boston
Boston

i1

THE BIO DANCE STARTS AT

9

1

4

O'CLOCK

TONIGHT

Will you be there?
to net

a sum

o,l

money at this dance

the usual subscription jllst .Every business
man says business is good. Why not make it the same for the baseball
;
r;;'
ciub?
which will eliminate

:

The Dance will Start Promptly at
9 OCLOCK
Music by the
Las Vegas Dance Orchesfra.

Z

Resources
Loans and .discounts
$335,655.21
Furniture and fixtures
8,685.29
Cash and due from banks.. 56,192.83

Bres-naha-

n

Club expects

Resources
Loans and discounts.- $223,8 17S
Furniture and fixtures
- 4,750.00
19 210.45
, Cash and due from banks..

1914

i

&

The Baseball

June 30,

1913

,

-

SOCORRO SCHOOL REPORT
Santa Fe, July 22. One of the neat
est reports by any county school superintendent was filed today by Benjamin Sanchez of Socorro county. He
is one of the few superintendents who
likes addition well enough to foot up
his totalsTwhich is considerable of
a Job in a county with as many school
districts!
as Socorro county. The
county has 3,537 Spanish Americans
of school age and 956 Engllsn Americans. Of these 649 English Americans and 2,447 Spanish Americans are
enrolled.' The average dally attendance is 1,838. The enrollment declines rapidly above the first grade,
being ag folttw,s fPtimry 394, first
grade jj,04L second J603t third 469',
fourth 252, fifth 174, 1 sixth 113,
seventh 80, eighth 53, ninth 10 and
tenth 7i

June 30,

ir,...l'rl,

1

TR.UST COMPANY

East Las Vegas, New flexico

Math-ewso-

..

beat-ridde-

PEOPLES BANK

.

DOINGS

over
Heavy flies have been erected
them
the
making
at
camp,
the tents
perfectly water proof and cool. Last
summer the tents had no other covering besides the regular roof, and the
rain would leak through when the
conheavy downpour came, causing
siderable discomfort to the occupants.
"When the sun was shining hot they
toecame Jo, hot to stay in. - With he
addition of the1 flies, leaving the
space between the flie and the top
of the tent for air to circulate through
the tents are all that could be wished
tor and are comfortable at all times.
L. P. Olliger of Pittsburgh left for
the camp this morning and will be a
visitor, there until Friday.
Frank Thompson a Roswell came
in from the camp yesterday and will
leave for his home this evening.Frank W. Thomas, the supervisor
of the Santa Fe apprentices, is expected to arrive Friday; He will spend
two weeks at the camp.
A large number of people are ex-pected at the camp In August. Many
are coming from
Chicago.
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Considering tne tact that she waa
oung and handsome, she was regarded as exceptionally earnest. To
(write for a newspaper waa her ambition, and all she wanted was a chance.
IFinally a chance came. John Ferron
bad been charged with defrauding a
"building association out of $5,000. The
amount was not large; Ferron was
toot a prominent man; the case was
good only for a "stick full," and it was
ygiven to the new girl. The suspect-lculprit had been placed under
bonds and could be found at his boarding house, the city editor told her.
IBhe was elated. Instantly she bad become a factor of the great city. She
thought of her home In the country,
the dull life, the daily complaint of
the neighbors, the dead eternity of
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What Every Mother Wants to
Know About Her Baby
By Adds Steese R.chardson
Director of the Better Babies Bureau of the Woman's

Home
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got to tell you, but this Is my first
assignment"
"I never shall forget mine," he
said.
f
"Oh, and were you a reporter
"Yes; and 1 quit It because the paper changed hands. Never could get
another Job. But I have been thinking that I might make arrangements
to send In news from tho penitentiary
society news, for Instance."
"Oh," she said, brightening, "1
might make something of that Well. I

NO.
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(These articles are based on questions asked by mothers who have
turned to the Woman's Home Companion for assistance in the difficult and
delicate task of rearing their babies. Each question presented and answer-ehere was asked not by one but by many mothers. They represent the
ceneral questions and problems of the average mother. Mrs. Richardson RATES' TOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
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rate of 65c
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at; the monthly
and you get the electric Iron
--
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THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINtJTES the iron is ready to use. All the heat is concentrated on the
and
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through,
a bucketfull of coal
getting
while the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
IRONS
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR
YOU ARE COOL

ARE COOL.
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The Optic for

lebor

saving-convenien-

ce
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whole year aid this
is only

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.

Mail it or give it to the Carrier

and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.
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LAS VEOAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY.
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MUTUAL THEATER

GOOD DAIRY
BUTTER.

Brldi

S:

TONIGHT

J.

Reliance
.

Two-ree-

l

t
f

Feature

"Our Mutual Girl No. 21"
.
Reliance

30 Cents
5 lbs. S1.40
10

Perils of Pauline tonight, only. The
Browne Theater. Adv. ,., j ,,

lbs. 2.75

We give special orders
diate attention.

Steams' Store
DO YOU fJEED

canit . in oss
quart Economy Fruit Jars, dozen
Jelly Moulds, dozen

90c

1

'

-

..-

35c
1c

Sticky Fly Paper, Bheet
Brooms,

good grade, each

!

:

30c

ROCKERS.
It you wish to see a nico line of rockers, upholstered In Genuine Leather, at reasonable prices, come In.
Don't forget to have that furniture upholstered before fall.

PAGE SAMPLE FURNITURE CO.
507 Sixth Street
Phone Vegas 114

-

&e

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallot Reynolds. Cashier.
H. F.rle Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

--

;
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AT THE BROWNE
SINGERS OF MUCH TALENT COM
ING TO POPULAR PLAYHOUSE

THIS WEEK
Something decidedly out of the or
dinary for Las Vegas Is promised for
Thursday and Friday ;evenings at the
Browne,: .when "The j Bells of Sau
Gabriel," an operatic production said
to be of the highest order, will be
presented by a quartet of grand opera
singers. The troupe; lias just returned
from a tour of, New Zealand and Australia, and has beerjac'cordeiS a hearty
v, elcome throughout its entire travels.
The action groups around the early
history of the old San Gabriel mission,
in southern California, the second of
the chain erected hy the Franciscan
fathers, in'1 179B, &nk is replete with
the romantic atmosphere of the tinie.
Cf.rtainly there is no more choice setting for opera or drama.
From the press notices the singers
are possessed of really remarkable
voices.
Alfonso Romero, who sings
the Ave Maria, Is highly commended,
prd Francis Hubanik in the Rosary, is
said to compare favorably with the
best.
-
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of Banking we
to
prepared
give the best of service

-

V

BAKER

STORE

FOUND BEHIND

TEODORO ROMERO DROPS DEAD
FROM HEART FAILURE, ON
WEST SIDE
a

'

'

.
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Interest Paid on

At

Time Deposits

the Home of the Best of Every thing Eatable
The most wholesome meat
for summer is BUTTON.
The Best Mutton in Las Vegas to be had at '

TDE-GBAA-

ft HAYVABDGO.STORE

FllNISIIINO YOllR HOME COMPLETE

IS

OUR
BUSINESS.- -

'

Our low expense and better
buying capacity permits us to
make exceptionally low prices.
We will extend you easy terms
of payment and guarantee the
price and quality of everything
we sell you. Because you buy
on credit from us does not
mean you pay US a big price.

SCENARIO

THAT HE IS

POSITIVELY

INTERESTED

IN COUNTER
REVOLUTION

Albuquerque, July 22. Denying pos
itively that his client has engaged in,
or proposes to engage in, any counter
revolution in Mexico, Attorney Elfego
Baca announced today that he would
rile application for a writ of habeas
corpus before Federal Judge W. H.
Pope in Santa Fe Monday asking the
release of General Jose Ynez Salazar,
imprisoned with the other Mexican
federal refugees at Fort Wingate.
Salazar was placed in the guard
house two weeks ago on discovery of
a plot to escape. He Is still confined
under close guard.
Salazar was acquitted of violation
of the neutrality laws in the recent
trial at Santa Fe. United States Dis
trict Attorney Burkhart Is out of town
but it was stated at" his office today
that the government would resist the
habeas corpus proceeding.
NORMAL FACULTY

CHANGE

Charles E. McClure of Winona Lake,
Iiid., has .been elected a member of
the faculty of the New Mexico Normal
University. Mr.- McClure is a gradu
ate of two colleges and has an enviable record as a teacher of mathematics, science, history and education.
He comes to this city to take charge
ot the department of history with the
highest recommendations. For the
past three years he has been principal
of the high school at Plymouth, Ind.
-

The Wisconsin State Industrial commission has issued a bulletin entitled
"Gear Accident and Their Prevention," In an effort to reduce fatalities
cfiiised by unguarded gears.

Chase Bell of the Santa Fe Motion
Picture company came in last night
from Deming, wnere he has been taking pictures or the national guard
maneuvers,
ir. Bell is la this city
to finish taking the; scenes for the
scenario being prepa.-e- d
by the
He was here and secured some fine
views the day of the Commercial club
picnic and returned to complete his
work here. As the exhibit from the
New Mexico Normal University at
the San Diego exposition, the moving
picture films will be shown, demon
strating the work being done in the
school. The plot deals with the life
of a school girl beginning with her
search for a suitable school to prepare
her for the profession of teaching.
She chooses the Normal and leaves
her home to attend. When she ar
rives she is met and treated kindly hy
the students, and is registered in the
school as a junior normal.
The first and second years of her
course are full of exciting and enter
taining events. Scenes showing the
life of a girl at college will be taken
and woven Into the, plot. This is the
first picture of its kind to be taken
any place in the United States, as
was shown by the ready granting of
the copyright.
When finished these views will be
exhibited over the state and then sent
to San Diego.

FELIX MARTINEZ MAKES

TOJHE

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON.
623625

Dougl&s Ave.

TIRES AND TUB ES
Porthe best

on

the market today see us.

or plain thread. Micheiin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Miller

Non-Ski- n

AWORK

BONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The
v

Automobile
and Machine Shop
Eias Vegas

TIIE'-HOI- Y.

NORMAL

7--

PRESENTS SCHOOL WITH LARGE
STATUE OF WASHINGTON,
AFTER HOUDON

If
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Saved by Using

'
t
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It was announced today by the

,

We will clean free of charge
one pair of short gloves with
every garment

to

amounting

?160.
We clean and dye plumes.

We solicit your patronage.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

'

.;

;

'

LAS VEGAS STEAM
LAUNDRY.
4

CHASE
BELL
COMES
TO LAS
VEGAS TO COMPLETE FILMS
ON STUDENT
LIFE

GIFT

Ciean cotton rags

-

This morning' at about 6 o'elock the
body of a man was found in the alley
directly behind the . store of Jose
Fram on Bridge street. Several of
the West side policemen were called
and the body was removed "to ' the
morgue, where it was identified as
that of Teodoro Romero, a prominent
butcher of Las Vegas.
A coroner's jury was called and an
inquest was held before Justice of the
Peace Felix Garcia y Gutierrea of precinct No. 6. After the body had been
examined by a physician, a verdict ot
death from heart failure was brought
in by the jury.
It was feared at first that Romero
was the victim of foul play, as there
was a large bruise on the head. The
doctor, who examined the cropse reported to the jury that the bruises and
cuts en the head were undoubtedly
cu used, by his head striking a rock
when he fell, and that there was no
rcasqu to suspect foul ph

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.

LAST PICTURES IN
NORMAL

DENIES

DEAO BODY OF MAN

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department

AND-

.

WANTED

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

i

GROCER

Winf-h'rinln TOndrilnir Rve. aeed The dead man was well known In
in wood. Direct from the distillery to both towns, having lived here for many
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. ytars, and, Jiis deatn? is proving a
shocl? to his'jlriends. Although
The management of the baseball nearly Co years bf "age he was In very
team said late this afternoon that the gcod health and last night seemed to
dance would be held this evening re be feeling better than usual. The arrangements for the funeral have not
gardless of the rain.
been made.
"The Weakling". The third picture
of the Alice Joyce series. These pic
tures speak for themselves and this
SEEKS
Pne is even more interesting than the SALAZAR
ones.
Wednesday
former
Photoplay
and Thursday. Adv.

Not "Heavier Than Air
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc, baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and sea bow
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to it Order a sack

Imme-

JOHN H. YORK

Tonight will be your only chance-- ' to
see the Perils of Pauline. The Browne
Theater. Adv.

OPERATIC TROUPE

armory. Everything is in readiness
and when the dancers gather this
evening the strains of the Las Vegas
Dance orchestra will start them swirling around the floor for the pleasant-es- t
evening spent this summer.
The program of dances contains a
variety that will please all, young
and old alike. The old fashioned
s
as well as the
waltzes and
Maxixe, castle walk and other modern
dances will be In the evening's fun.
For those who do not dance an opportunity of seeing the latest fads in
the dance whirl will be given.
The question .of, whether Las Vegas
Is able to support a baseball team
bag arisen many times and' the question has come up again this summer.
It" has been found
by past experience
that the subscription list method of
getting funds for the continuance of
'the national 'sport In this city has
On account of
proved impracticable
this the boys decided that a benefit
ball would be the best way to raise
the necessary expense money for the
purchasing of equipment and the repairing qf the grounds at Amusement
park.
It is hoped by all of the players as
well as the management of the Maroons that all of the dancers in Vegas
will turn out tonight.
.

.50

Company H of the New Mexico national guard returned this afternoon
from Deming .where it has been for
the past ten days attending the ma
neuvers of the state encampment.
The boys looked tired but otherwise
rffey seemed to have been having a
good time. No one was sick and most
were feeling pretty good although
tanned by the sun of the Pecos

SEE US FOR DEMONSTRATION

two-step-

Old Taylor Whisxey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

The rainfall today amounted to
of an inch.

;

The largest dance of the summer

7:46
;

WE WILL STARTLE YOU1
On our Prices on 1914 Cars.

comes off tonight when the baseball
club holds its big charity balf at the

ALL KINDS OF CAKES

at

MrrwatUfcfi

BASEBALL CLUB WILL WELCOME
ALL GUESTS ROYALLY AT
ITS HOP

Sugar Cookies, Cinger Cookies,
Cocoanut Cookies, Drop Cookies,
6piee Cookies, Macaroons, Almond
Kisses and Cocoanut
Kisses.

LOCAL NEWS
Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

LOOK! STOP!! LISTEN!!!

ARMORY TONIGHT

Cream Bread, Rye Bread, Whole
Wheat Bread, Graham Bread,
Homemade Bread, Pan Bread
.
and French Bread.

..H,.;,,i,4,;,,Ml,l,,lI.,..,t.t..t.,i,.1,

Per Pound

'

4,

StSLtts n.t 7:45
"The Rosebush of Memories"

1

1914.

BENEFIT DANCE AT

IN OUR BAKERY

t DEPARTMENT

'

First Show

j

I

JULY 22,

Just Rioji us up.

au-

thorities of the New Mexico Normal
"university that the Honorable Felix
Martinez, formerly of this clty but
now a resident of El JasOy Tr.,. had
itn a ee'ven-fopresented the school
statue of George' Washington,
Mn. Martinez desired to present the
Normal with something suitable, and
as the statue of Washington would fit
in with the other decorations of the
building, he had the president of the
school order the figure at once. The
statue is a copy of the famous one
by' Houdon at Richmond, Va., and is
an excellent piece of work.
Whenjt arrives It will be placed in
the, Railway near the front door on
the,main. floor of the Normal building.
Suitable dedication exercises will be
held. at the unveiling of the statue.
Mr. Martinez Is the father of'the
Normal, as it was by his work and
influence that the bllj providing for
a school at this city was passed by
the legislature about 20 years ago.
He is proud of the work being done
by the Normal, and, wishing to be remembered, be haschosen this gift as
the means. ,
-

PHE'S pea
;

SELF RISING FLOUR

;

Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
SOLD BY YOUR GROCER

ASK FOR IT

;rtr

An Opt

'

Want Ad Will Get

What You Want
When You Want It

h

